Framing the frame: Cause and effect in climate-related migration
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ABSTRACT

Analytic frames shape the causality we identify in climate-related crises. Here we contrast examples from two primary categories of analytic frames, which we label ‘Environmental-Drivers’ and ‘Social-Causal’ to draw attention to the implications of each frame with regards to causality. We explore each frame via cases of ‘climate-related’ migration. The article illustrates that each analytic frame carries implicit causal assumptions that prefigure causal findings. Analysis can be done within either category of frame; yet the findings, however rigorous, remain contingent on the chosen frame and its assumptions. An Environmental-Drivers model will hold the social context as fixed and quantify the incremental damages of a measure of climate change, while a Social-Causal model will show how damages are generated by social vulnerability and its antecedents. The latter may show that a given climate event may have no effect on a secure population but lead to massive damages among the vulnerable – and thus that the damage cannot be solely attributed to the climate event. Frame choice is normative as frames prefigure causes, potential solutions, the locus of responsibility, and suggested policy interventions. The article poses the question of how a productive dialogue between these two frames can be generated and recommends that causal predisposition of models be made explicit so that the findings they indicate can be understood as partial to the choice of models. As causal findings imply policy options, making the assumptions explicit while exploring the directions that other models would point in, will help broaden the range of possible policy responses.
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1. Introduction: Presumptive causality in analytic frames

Today, within academia, policy circles and among the broader public, there is widespread discussion about the implications of human-driven climate change for dislocation, economic loss, hunger and famine, as well as migration. Yet, despite the preeminence of this question within public discourse, there is strong disagreement on the extent to which environmental change – which can include changes that are neither climate related nor human driven – contributes to damages or migration flows, and, in particular, to what extent environmental factors may be considered as having independent causal power. In this article, we discuss these issues and distinguish different perspectives on the interacting roles environmental and social factors play in migration. We primarily consider climate-related environmental change, mindful of the challenges that human-driven climate change poses to societies across the world. While the framing issues we explore have been reviewed for other environment-related crises (from O’Keefe, Westgate, & Wisner, 1976 onward), they persist in the climate-change literature and are now prevalent in migration studies that interrogate the role of climate in displacement.

We contrast two common archetypical analytical frames for assessing the role of environmental change in migration. These frames differ primarily in how they analyze causation in the context of environmental shocks or change, referred to here as hazards. The first position, rooted in commonly used climate-centric ‘impact’ analyses and largely relayed in the media, policy think tanks and development agencies, takes social factors as fixed arrangements that are struck by a dynamic hazard. The conditions on the ground, such as vulnerability, are simple descriptions of the
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situation that the hazard finds in place. These conditions are not seen as themselves having a causality relevant to the analysis.\(^1\)

The hazard arrives, strikes a fixed ‘snapshot’ situation, and damages or other changes, such as out-migration, unfold. In other words, this frame is concerned with the amount of damage due to an incremental change in environmental conditions prevalent in a given place. This frame is generally, though not systematically (e.g., Beine & Parsons, 2015; Cattaneo & Peri, 2016; Cottier & Salehyan, 2021; Schutte, Vestby, Carling, & Buhaug, 2021; Flores, Martínez Flores, Sveta, & Arndt, 2021), associated with claims that human-driven (anthropogenic) climate change is already causing many to leave their homes, as a result of, for example, decreasing crop and pasture productivity, increasingly inhospitable living conditions and subsequent food and economic insecurities (e.g., Barrios, Bertinelli, & Strobl, 2006; Marchiori, Maystadt, & Schumacher, 2012; Cai, Feng, Oppenheimer, & Pytlíkova, 2016; Missirian & Schlenker, 2017; Falco, Galeotti, & Olper, 2019; Hoffmann, Dimitrova, Mustar, Cuaresma, & Peisker, 2020; Heblinger & Meierrieks, 2021). A case in point is the recent investigation on international migration out of Central America by the New York Times and ProPublica, which warns that climate change will lead to what will “almost certainly be the greatest wave of global migration the world has seen” (Lustgarten, 2020).\(^2\)

By contrast, a second analytical frame perceives the effects of climate change and environmental factors on migration and damage as intrinsically tied to the social context, in which they occur (see for instance Boas et al., 2019; Bell et al., 2021; Frankie & Chasin, 1980 – among many others). Frequently associated with raising the profile of societal factors, this frame locates causality in the antecedent conditions that enable a natural or anthropogenic climate hazard to push people from their homes, and mediate its impact. Rather than attempting to measure the effects of the hazard on a given people or communities, it asks why people were exposed and vulnerable to the shock in the first place and how did the social context channel the damages wrought. Under this frame, the social, economic and political factors responsible for the predisposition of the system are the causes of migration/displacement, with the hazard itself being perceived as an immediate triggering factor. In other words, the causes are located in the social arrangements that allow the same hazard to launch great devastation in a vulnerable community but to have no effect where people are secure. Here, cause is in society as the impact of climate depends on the pre-existing place-based conditions and vulnerabilities on the ground that enable a climate hazard to launch out-migration (for the origins of this vulnerability model see Sen, 1981; Watts, 1983; Watts & Bohle, 1993; Blaikie, Cannon, Davis, & Wisner, 1994; Ribot, 1995; Ribot, 2014). The fundamental question in this frame is then why people are on the sill of disaster rather than being secure? Concerning migration, this position also draws attention to explaining the ability and desire of people to leave (or not) in the face of both climate variability and change. We label the first causal position as Environmental-Drivers (commonly known as “hazards” or “impact” approaches) and the second position as Social-Causal (often referred also as “vulnerability” analysis).\(^3\)

The following two studies illustrate each frame. First, for an Environmental-Drivers example, Mueller, Gray, and Hopping (2020) examine the effects of temperature and precipitation on migration in three countries in Eastern and Southern Africa, holding the spatial (district) and temporal (census year) context, constant. The authors find that higher temperature correlates with a decrease in migration in Botswana, while higher precipitation increases migration in Botswana and Kenya, but decreases migration in Zambia.\(^4\) A central aspect of this analytical frame is its capacity to evaluate and predict the incremental ‘impact’ of small changes in temperature or precipitation, yet it does not allow for a full accounting of the influence of the social context. Second, for a Social-Causal example, Ribot, Faye, & Turner, 2020 examine the case of Senegal, where the price of rural products is set below subsistence by government and government-supported intermediaries and some farmers remain in debt after usurious advances on seed and fertilizers are deducted from their sales. Market access and fair prices for producers would enable farmers to invest in their own security, including with regards to adverse environmental impacts brought about by climate change. In contrast, farmers have little surplus to invest locally and that the few who manage to save choose to migrate. Cause of vulnerability is not merely in proximate poverty but is rooted upstream in systematic extractive policies. In this case, a period of drought might trigger crisis by pushing already vulnerable farmers, living too close to the edge, off the cliff of precarity. While this frame illuminates how the damage wrought by a hazard is dependent on the local context, it also has limitations. For instance, its ability to predict future damage in other contexts is severely dampened as a result of the complex, location-specific chains of causation analyzed.

At the core, these two analytical frames differ with regards to the locus of causality. While it does not reject other factors having mediating effects, the Environmental-Drivers frame places the cause primarily within the hazard – by taking the socially generated setting as a given and fixed starting point. By contrast, the Social-Causal frame locates the cause within the chain of events that generated the local conditions and the ways in which it created or failed to prevent the exposures and fragilities called vulnerability – assigning little, if any, independent causal power to environmental factors. The framing discussion we raise has appeared previously under different forms (e.g., O’Keefe et al., 1976; Blaikie, 1985; Ribot, 1995; O’Brien, Eriksen, Nygaard, & Schjolden, 2007; Füssel, Hans-Martin, & Klein, 2006; Forsyth, 2008, 2011). Nevertheless, with the ongoing academic and public debate on environmental migration, especially in relation to human-driven climate change, and their implications for public wellbeing, it remains important to draw attention of the scientific community to the ways their chosen analytical frames of causality shape policy implications of their research. For instance, many analysts and journalists have suggested that the 2015 refugee ‘crisis’ in Europe was at least partly the result of climate change (e.g., The Guardian, 2015), while similar claims have been made about migration to the US from Central America (e.g., Washington Post, 2018). This paper is thus a timely demonstration of how frames of causality continue.

\(^1\) We acknowledge that many studies may not be neatly classified into one or the other frame of reference. In fact, several studies located under the Environmental-Drivers investigate the presence of heterogeneities in migration response to climate variability (e.g., agriculture, wealth, conflict) (e.g., Falco et al., 2019; Cottier & Salehyan, 2021). Yet, by design, these studies only examine how migration differ in response to a narrow set of factors, selected in advance by the investigators, leaving the broader social context fixed. Such a narrow investigation differs from what a place-based investigation undertaken as part of the ‘Social-Causal’ frame, which seeks to comprehensively trace the ensemble of antecedent conditions, integrating the causes of the social conditions into the causal model.


\(^3\) We acknowledge that the Environmental-Driver frame is generally employed by researchers working in the fields of economics or physical sciences, while the Social-Causal frame sees larger uses in disciplines, such as anthropology. At the same time, other disciplines, such as geography, sociology or political science, witness a wide use of both frames. Moreover, the two causal analytical frames accommodate both quantitative and qualitative methods as part of their investigations. Thus, disciplinary differences regarding the preferred causal frames cuts across, without changing, the present discussion.

\(^4\) Their analysis further suggests that these flows may be associated with changes in economic activity that are related to climate variability (Mueller et al., 2020).
to have new implications for the locus of causality in research, designing public policies, as well as assigning responsibility and blame (Lahsen & Ribot, 2021).

In the ensuing text, we first discuss how each of these two perspectives differ with respect to their policy implications and implicit weights assigned to causal factors. We then successively explore how these two perspectives conceive causes of migration in order to illustrate some of their implications for policy and practice. We do not attempt a complete literature review of analytic frames or of migration, but discuss how causality is addressed in two concrete and rival conceptualizations of the role of climate change on migration: the Groundswell project of Rigaud et al. (2018), which models climate migration at a national and global scale, and Ribot, Faye, & Turner (2020) work on vulnerability and migration rooted in fieldwork in eastern Senegal. These two studies exhibit different approaches informed by different goals. The Groundswell project seeks to quantitatively model and project migration flows at national and international scales without explicitly addressing local conditions or personal decision making. It sets out to show the influence of climate change in migration. In contrast, the Ribot et al. study seeks to understand how the decision to migrate or not in one location is rooted in prevailing social conditions and does not attempt to build a predictive quantitative model of the migration ‘impact’ of climate variability and change. This frame sets out to identify the social processes and material conditions that inform the decision to depart. We chose these two frames as they represent, arguably, archetypes of each causal frame, and have been widely discussed in not only academia, but also within policy fora and the broader public. Many studies of environmental migration depart from these two archetypal representations, it remains that every investigator must choose, consciously or not, at the outset within which causal analytical frame his/her analysis will be grounded.

Finally, we consider how other methodological approaches, and specifically agent-based modeling, attempt to bridge these analytical frames and meet the challenge posed by Black et al. (2011) to explicitly model complex interactions between environmental and social drivers that lead to migration outcomes. While we do not believe it is possible to integrate both frames, we suggest that a cautious use of ABMs may promote dialogue between these, by enabling researchers to examine how the incremental change of a disaster on migration may be underwritten by different antecedent conditions. As a word of caution, while we contrast the Environmental-Drivers and Social-Causal frames in the ensuing text, we recognize that most studies in the literature, while fitting into one of these approaches, acknowledge elements of the other. Acknowledgement, however, is not enough. It is imperative to also query the implications for findings, and thus for policy, of how these different elements are integrated and used in causal models. With this in mind, we seek to highlight the implications of each frame with regards to causality.

2. Models, values and policy

The two causal frames imply different policy. In spite of a lack of consistent findings about the implication of climate change for future migration, the Environmental-Drivers position is often used in the public discourse (e.g., media, policy briefs) to convey the message that mitigating climate change is crucial to prevent future migration, which is presented as problematic. Policies advocated under this frame generally focus on interventions aimed at mitigating the impact of climate change and natural hazards, such as providing weather information to farmers, introducing drought-resistant crops, promoting sustainable agriculture and forestry practices or designing disaster risk reduction strategies specifically targeted at protecting against climatic stressors. One critique of these policies is that they disregard the importance of social and economic agency and structures, as well as political institutions, in shaping vulnerabilities behind crises and migration flows. Accordingly, the Environmental-Drivers frame risks advocating climate-proofing policies that work at the margin, but provide little redress to the underlying social precarities or incentives that make migration likely – or that make any climate-related damages possible. In contrast, the Social-Causal frame delegates stressors to the role of trigger while focusing attention on the factors that enable or disable people from adapting and preparing for trends and extreme weather events (Ribot, 2014).

The difference in implications for policy between these frames is key, as policy depends on which variables are considered subject to human manipulation. The Environmental-Drivers tends to focus on adaptation to climate and also sees anthropogenic climate change as manipulable – and adapting to, and restricting climate change is often a motive of hazards analysts. The Social-Causal frame views vulnerability or precarity that prefigure any climate hazards as socially generated. For future policy guidance and attribution of blame and responsibility it is important to take all socially manipulable elements, including those that effect the climate, into account. Whenever frame analysts choose shapes policy options and decisions. A full policy analysis would attend to the policy manipulable causes of precarity found in place and the causes of climate stressors, including any human-driven component. For damages, both hazard and vulnerability must be considered (Wisner, Blakie, Cannon, & Davis, 2004).

Climate change is emphasized by an Environmental-Drivers analysis while social factors, such as political institutions, social networks, race and ethnicity, gender, education, opportunity, wage differentials, exploitation, are emphasized in a Social-Causal approach. As frames embed causes that have policy implications with social consequence, the choice of analytic frame is related to value- and knowledge-based judgements (including implicit ones) by the analysts concerning the feasibility and desirability of different ‘solutions’. The choice may also be influenced by the implications of the analysis for broader attention to the issues with which the analysts are concerned or know about. The statement that a climate event causes a social outcome is not an objective scientific fact. It is a choice of variable weights (including presumptions about which variables are ‘active’ or ‘given’) that are implicit in each analytic frame – as in the Environmental-Drivers approach that takes the social conditions as given and examines the ‘impacts’ of the climate event in that setting, or the Social-Causal approach which may hold the hazard constant while explaining the social causes of the arrangements the hazard find in place. Once the frame
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6 We note that these two studies not only differ in terms of frames of causality, but also as regards the form of migration examined: permanent internal migration for the Groundswell (Rigaud 2018); permanent international migration for Ribot et al’s study (2020). While these differences with regards to the focus of investigation of each study are significant, there are of little relevance for the present discussion. In effect, neither frame of causality is more applicable than the other when it comes to the form of climate-induced migration considered by researchers.

7 We are grateful to those elements that are socially manipulable -- allows us to identify a full range of possible policy implications (Ribot, 2014). It also allows the analysis of what could have been done (i.e., was a matter of social decision) and what was done (as matter of the locus of blame or credit --and thus responsibility).
is chosen – a normative choice – then the analysis conducted within it can be done with scientific rigor. But the very choice of the frame cannot be taken as a value-neutral scientific decision. All approaches embed distinct normative stances, whether or not the analyst is aware that their choice is value laden.

3. Environmental-Drivers as hazard models

Models based on the Environmental-Drivers frame examine how a given variable, such as migration, responds incrementally to changes in environmental conditions (e.g., higher temperature) or to a natural hazard (e.g., a flood event). Often built on statistical or econometric approaches, their perspective is inherently mechanistic from a theoretical standpoint as they conceive of damage as being a direct function of an environmental shock that a social system is exposed to. Under this analytical frame, any hazard followed by an effect is a cause. In this sense, this analytical frame is closely associated with the well-known potential outcome model of causal inference, predominant in quantitative social sciences (Rubin, 2005). Unlike the Social-Causal analytical frame, Environmental-Drivers, thus, sees causality as an intrinsic property of spatially and temporally discrete environmental events, which can be empirically measured (i.e., average monthly temperature, extent of flooding events, etc.). In this perspective, a causality effect is defined, thus, as the difference between the outcome (damages) in presence of an environmental hazard, compared to the outcome (damage) that would have occurred in absence of this environmental hazard, holding everything else constant.

The Groundswell project provides a useful illustration of Environmental-Drivers models. Based on a predictive approach, it models future migration flows within a ‘gravity-model’ framework (for details on the method, see Rigaud et al. 2018). To do so, it builds on a historical record of movement from places of lower to higher population density (e.g., rural to urban). In general, gravity models can be adjusted to allow places to be more or less attractive in view of different factors (e.g., common language, wages, etc.). In the Groundswell report, climate variables are allowed to influence the attractiveness or desirability of places, and hence migration patterns. For example, climate change impacts crop yields and water availability. In turn, these factors influence the movement of people between places. To unpack the effects of climate change on migration and predict the number of future migrants resulting from climate change, the authors compare the magnitude of migration flows predicted under a non-changing climate scenario to those modeled under a warming climate scenario.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the modeling procedure taken from the Groundswell report. The climate influence is mapped out on the right-hand side: climate simulations are fed into models that, using local characteristics, simulate crop yields and water availability and these then influence the desirability of places to stay at or move to. The social (e.g., migrant networks, diasporas), political (e.g., conflict, migration policies) and economic drivers of migration (e.g., wage differentials, unemployment) are not explicitly modeled and their influences are embedded in the historical changes in population distribution, urbanization and economic growth, on which the model is trained.

Unlike the Social-Causal frame, a key aspect of this analytical frame is that it allows analysts to quantify the relative contributions of climate variability to migration, when other factors are held constant, as well as make predictions about the number of migrants, which may be induced to leave under a set of different climate-warming scenarios. For the case of East Africa, the authors of Groundswell report that climate change will increase the number of internal migrants by 10 to 20% by 2050. In a related, but distinct, projection of Central America to US migration conducted by the lead modeler of Groundswell in collaboration with the New York Times, the authors enlarged the focus to examination of international migration flows. The results suggest that “climate change alone” will increase the number of migrants from Central America to the United States by about 5% over the same period (Lustgarten, 2020). In these reports, as in many studies, where the message focuses on the climate component of migration, in the text the authors clearly underscore that social, economic and political drivers of migration have a larger impact than environmental ones. Hence, there is a potential discrepancy between the conclusion of the model with regards to quantifying and mapping potential climate migration patterns and the policy messages included in the report and circulated among the broader public.

It is important to note that in this perspective the climate and social influences are not integrated. The Environmental-Drivers frame does not see social factors and their configuration as having relevant causality. Thus, they are taken as static elements of a given landscape in which stressors occur and decisions to migrate are made. As a concrete illustration, how yields are converted into prices at which farmers sell depends on many social factors. For example, if rising yields do not convert into rising livelihoods because prices are fixed by powerful middlemen, or because land-tenure arrangements prevent them from benefiting from increasing crop prices, farmers might feel the only option is to migrate. At the same time, households near or below subsistence levels may decide against migrating in view of the inherent risks (Bryan, Chowdhury, & Mobarak, 2014) or lack of means (Ribot, Faye, & Turner, 2020). More importantly, these models do not take social and political-economic arrangements as themselves having causes (or needing to be explained) via an analysis of the broader social, economic and policy environment that enables or disables farmers to influence policies, access markets, or to own their land.

In general, the Groundswell report is representative of a broad series of studies, that share this analytical frame. Going back to early work by Myers (1993), a number of other scholarly works, originating from different fields of research and drawing on distinct methods, have adopted this analytical frame to study the causal impact of climate change and variability on migration. For instance, Barrios et al. (2006) report evidence for an effect of rainfall on migration in Sub-Saharan Africa channeled through the agricultural sector. Similarly, works by Marchiori et al. (2012), Cai et al. (2016), Falco et al., 2019, and Hoffmann et al., 2020 suggest that higher temperature induces more people to migrate internationally.

4. Social-Causal model of climate-associated migration in a vulnerability model

While it is clear that climate can have an impact on agriculture and other environment-based livelihoods, the conditions under
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8 The Groundswell project did not examine international migration flows. This latter project in Latin America is not associated with the World Bank.

9 It should be noted that we do not wish to imply that researchers utilizing the Environmental-Drivers frame deny the role of contextual factors. In fact, many recognize the importance of the context in shaping migration outcomes, but they are primarily interested in examining the average effects of environmental change on migration (as opposed to individual/location specific effects), which is often of particular importance to policymakers and practitioners.

10 While this analytical frame is frequently associated in the media with claims linking climate change to migration, it does not, in fact, presuppose any conclusion about the association between climate change and migration (e.g., Beine & Parsons, 2015; Cattaneo & Peri, 2016; Cottier & Salehyan, 2021).
which those livelihood effects translate into crisis or into migration must be specified – outcomes would differ greatly depending on many other elements of security, such as assets and social security systems (Sen, 1981). So, in contrast to the Environmental-Drivers analytical frame, Social-Causal models vary the social, economic and political drivers, demonstrating that under different security conditions, climate change would trigger greater or lesser migration – or none at all (de Haas, 2011; Franke & Chasin, 1980; Lucht, 2012; Vigh, 2009). Explanations of causality refer not only to environmental variables, but crucially to the social and political-economic conditions of vulnerability. Hence, proponents of a Social-Causal frame argue it is not possible to evaluate the causal role of climate for the portion of migration increase, as the extent of the migration is predicated on and mediated by the conditions in place. The Environmental-Drivers frame is able to evaluate the change in migration levels predicted under fixed scenarios, in which they hold the social, economic and political conditions constant. However, by not explicitly modeling the influence of the context, it is not able to provide an assessment of the relative importance of the various social, economic and political variables. Appropriately modeled, one would have to explain security or vulnerability and attribute causality to the variables that cause this underlying condition.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of how climate migration is modeled in the Groundswell project (Rigaud et al. 2018: 64).
account for changing climatic conditions in the Tambacounda region of Senegal, these effects are embedded in a web of social and political-economic variables, which are crucial in explaining the flight of young men to Europe in the hope of better economic opportunities and social status.

Concerning endogeneity, Ribot, Faye, & Turner (2020: 52) point out that emigration from the Tambacounda region in Senegal accelerated in spite of improved, higher, levels of rainfall in recent times and a partial recovery from the severe droughts of the 1970s and 1980s (Nicholson et al., n.d.) – in contradiction to drought-driven migration claims. They also show how factors such as poverty or debt that leave people at risk are outcomes of structural elements of pricing policy and access rights to forests and markets as well as unequal access to political representation (Ribot, Faye, & Turner, 2020: 56). The Groundswell conceptualization, in contrast, is the basis for a computational model of migration, which can be used to examine (under imposed conditions) hypotheses concerning drivers, and projections of the future. The Ribot, Faye, & Turner (2020) conceptualization instead aims to illustrate the deep, layered, social complexity behind migration decisions and forced departures. Its observational accounting and process-tracing methods (Bates, Greif, Levi, Rosenthal, & Weingast, 1998; Bennett, 2010) help discern structural and endogenous causes of vulnerability (Galtung, 1969; Watts, 1983). Their approach makes clear how challenging it will be to incorporate these Social-Causal processes into computational models of migration or to generate the data needed to guide model development or to run such models.

The deep and local characteristics of the Social-Causal model of climate impacts limits substantially the application of conclusions from these studies to other contexts and times. In fact, not being computational models of damage or migration, the Social-Causal frame does not allow for projections of future damages due to climate impacts.1415 Further, such social-causal studies, being unbounded, can search for causality ad infinitum. Thus, when does causal analysis stop, as it cannot arrive at “first cause”? As its objective is to identify policy responses, these analytics trace cause to social elements that can be manipulated – and thus are amenable to intervention. How far to trace back causality is a choice that modelers must make – and are implicitly making regardless of which model they use when they choose or use their model.

Grounded in the same Social-Causal analytical frame, other researchers have used this approach to evaluate the effects of climate (and environment) on migration. For instance, Wrathall (2012) analysis shows that the impact of Hurricane Mitch caused a migration cascade among poor and marginalized coastal communities in Honduras. Drawing on the concept of “socio-ecological regime,” he shows that coastal erosion accelerated by the hurricane negatively affected livelihoods leading some to out-migrate. These out-migration flows then further destabilized these communities by depressing existing norms of reciprocity and causing poverty traps. As a result of these second-order consequences, a runaway migration process emerged.

5. Agent-based modeling as tool for dialogue between both frames?

Each of the Environmental-Drivers and Social-Causal frames bring important considerations to the table in regard to understanding migration. While we do not believe it is possible to integrate both analytical frames due to the sharp differences in what constitute ‘cause’, we pose the question of how a productive dialogue between them can be generated? If possible and successful this could lead to a deeper understanding of the complex interplay between social and environmental factors that shape migration that, in turn, could inform how migration will evolve in the future, including with the use of quantitative models. A main challenge confronted when attempting to identify links and incompatibilities between these two analytical frames is to integrate the non-computational elements identified by observational and process tracing into quantitative models. Another is to outline each approach’s implicit normative assumptions that shape causal findings. These challenges are about accounting for, but not necessarily resolving the differences among, the elements and assumptions of the two approaches.

Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) is a possible tool to confront and engage these two frames because of its potential to model complex interconnections between processes and human decision-making. ABMs of migration seek to model migration outcomes by accounting for the decisions made by people in response to one or more drivers (for a review, see Thober, Schwarz, & Hermans, 2012; for a recent application see Bell et al., 2021).16 Designers of ABMs may consider any number of factors and how they might interact. These models, therefore, have the potential to represent social situations that precondition responses to environmental events. In ABMs this is done by incorporating conditionalities (if x occurs, given conditions y, the outcome will be z), and decisions that can be subject to thresholds and switches (e.g., acquiring sufficient resources to act on a desire to migrate), representing inputs and outputs in probabilistic terms. Moreover, the flexibility of ABMs makes it possible to analyze multiple outcomes at the same time, such as migration, in situ adaptation, trapped populations or even return migration.

Yet, ABMs are not free of drawbacks. The degree to which this approach will integrate elements of a Social-Causal model depends on the social theories that the modelers take into account. ABMs are based on a micro-level perspective focused on interaction...
between agents. Social-Causal models of migration frequently consider structural factors, such as a political or political-economic environment that severely constrains individual decisions – whether that be via discourse, norms, doxa, habitus, a history of violence, racism or an embedded class hierarchy that limit – or even make unthinkable – some options. While a worker may take a wage or the price of her goods as a given, it is still incumbent upon the model to show that such wages and prices are products of political-economic forms of domination or of struggle and achievement. Here the cause of migration or hunger may be the lack of representation in pricing arrangements, not merely of the poverty these arrangements generated. How to trace causality, then, is an epistemological question that comes back to implicit assumptions about the nature of causality. The objective would be to make these assumptions explicit (whether or not compatible) by identifying contradictions or overlaps that emerge in modeling efforts.

One approach would be to quantitatively and qualitatively assess the influence on model findings of the imposed conditions chosen by its designers. This means modulating out of the frame to a historical political-economy view in which the determinants of those static elements are considered for how they might influence any future changes in them. This involves an iterative relation between computation and reflective consideration of the estimates and projections made by such models. In this approach the modelers are able to quantify potential outcomes, while being forced to make explicit the causes of both the static conditions and the ways that both proximate and more distal or structural social causes might shape or reshape the computational findings (similar to practices in realist and analytic-narrative based social sciences, see Sayer, 1982 [1982]; Bates et al., 1998; Flyvbjerg et al., 2012).

Specifically, this approach requires authors to acknowledge that the change in outcome observed following a given climate-change increment is dependent on the conditions that enable that increment to trigger additional damages. Thus, this approach would acknowledge a) that the ABM findings are true only for effects of agency within the situation characterized by the conditions and structures imposed on the model, and b) that damage that follows a climate event is caused by the processes that give rise to this set of conditions. As a result, such an iterative approach would help validate the findings and outline its limits. It would also help ensure that causality is not attributed to the climate event when other factors that cannot be given specific weights may play more important roles – factors which may be more amenable to policy intervention than are climate stressors or protection against them. The ultimate objective of a fuller causal accounting is to identify the fullest possible range of policy interventions that could reduce the risks of damage to human wellbeing.

In terms of causation an iterative relation among models gains important insights into how environmental and social factors combine to influence a migration decision. Moreover, in line with the Environmental-Drivers perspective, such an approach would allow research to quantify the effect of climate change on migration, but only under imposed conditions. In any case, quantitative claims concerning the role of climate or climate change will remain a function of the modeler’s (or the model’s) assumptions about which variables matter and which factors must be set as given. The quantitative measure of the effects of climate or climate change is thus always a matter of subjective choice – followed, of course, by rigorous analysis. There are also normative considerations in the choice of the causal models. So, explicit specification of the assumptions implicit within frames and made within each analysis for any form of model helps readers understand the origins and limits of presented estimates.

6. Going forward

This article has contrasted two distinct analytical frames in the study of the relation between environmental change and migration, and their implication for the locus of causality, and thus for policy response. It shows that analytical frames evaluating causes of migration differ in the causal weight they attribute to climate or climate change. Although it may be impossible to resolve the tensions around how these different analytical frames treat causality according to a single framework, we nevertheless believe that it is possible for both frames to benefit from comparison and dialogue about underlying and adopted assumptions. This is urgent because currently claims about the consequences of climate change for migration are routinely made in public discourses with substantial consequences for policy responses to climate change and migration that can impact those who desire or need to migrate. Because it is important to advance understanding of the full range of causes and consequences of migration, we recommend that future research:

1. Consider and model the role of the social and political-economic context in shaping climate-related migration and non-migration. Because the effects of climate (or any other environmental) variations are mediated by the social and political-economic context in which they occur, it is important to incorporate the latter in modeling exercises and to analyze how context and changes in the context affect migration decisions. A vital question to address then is why, in locations hit by environmental events of similar magnitude, some see significant out-migration, while others do not record more migration than usual? Why in these circumstances do some migrate and others stay? In other words, what constellation of factors give rise to opportunities and vulnerabilities? Also, what enabled people to adapt to past climate and environmental changes, and the factors that shape how they are, or might, adapt to ongoing and future changes (e.g., by planting different crops, infrastructural investments, household income diversification etc.), needs to be studied since it should not be assumed that adverse climate or environmental change necessarily leads to migration.

2. Acknowledge the assumptions and limits of migration or of climate-related damage models. Researchers need also to be transparent, in particular when communicating their findings, about the assumptions made by their models, whether conceptual or quantitative, the form of migration considered, the data used, and the factors or relations attended to (and not). This is especially important in view of designing new policies in response to climate risks.

3. Recognize the moral content embedded in choosing an analytical frame. As we discuss at the outset, differences in analytical frames also shape perceptions of migration, and the tools to address this issue. While we acknowledge that many scholars working in an Environmental-Drivers frame have questioned the links between climate change and migration, it remains that by focusing disproportionately on climate variables as causes of migration, we ignore the many other factors that shape migration patterns. Hence, we risk advocating policies that contribute little to address the underlying causes of migration, and the many challenges migrants face (Ribot 2014; Ribot et al. 2020).

Finally, our analysis holds promises for other research arenas. First, research is in order on how and why different analysts interested in the role of environmental factors in crises choose different models and then what are the social and political-economic drivers and consequences of model choice? Second, the identified model-
ing limits could inform research on other (non-climate-related) forms of disasters. For instance, Neumayer, Plümper, and Barthel (2014), show how, despite the awareness of the risk posed by tsunamis in Japan, very little had been undertaken to protect coastal populations prior to the 2011 earthquakes, which induced a devastating tsunami. Sen (1981; also see Drèze & Sen, 1980; Watts, 1983; Blakie et al. 1994) showed that no modern famines are caused by absolute food shortage due to crop deficits from droughts or any other weather events. Famines are often a product of markets in which farmers sell their food in a period of relative scarcity (a poor crop, perhaps drought-induced), merchants purchase and hoard, prices rise due to relative shortage, and then farmers and the poor cannot afford to purchase food – resulting in famine. Famines almost always unfold where there is more than enough food for everyone. Rather than being a product of weather-induced deficits, famines can be the product of markets – which allocate food away from the hungry. As for famine, so too for migration, environmental events and the outcome for people are connected by a web of causality that reaches deep back into social and political-economic conditions. A fuller understanding of migration or of crises that follow climate trends and events will thus better illuminate how ongoing climate change will interreact with migration, what the causes are, and what the policy options are to ensure well-being of migrants and their home and destination communities.
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